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ABOUT CASCADIA QUEST VISION FASTS 

Cascadia Quest vision fasts are usually nine days long and follow an ancient and well tested pattern. The 
three phases are: 

Severance- Leaving behind or severing from what or who one was. The seminal work of this phase is to 
clarify and claim who one is NOW, in this time and place. 

Threshold- The "in-between time". The challenge or trial. A two (youth) or three (adult) day solo fast. 
Three restrictions: no food (water only), no indoor shelter i.e. tent (fully available to wild nature), no 
other humans (solo).  The fasting ceremony. 

Incorporation- Taking on the new body or self. The process of understanding and living into the gifts of 
the prior two phases. Bringing it into the body of the person and the community. Incorporation is the 
final three days of the vision fast, and continues for a full year. 

Following this ancient, pancultural content we strive to provide an experience that is relevant, 
meaningful, and authentic to us in this place and this time. By "us" we mean the Euro-Afro-Hispano-
Asian-Other-mongrel mix that now overwhelmingly inhabits Cascadia (the Pacific Northwest) and the 
U.S.A. We respect the ceremonies of traditional peoples, and specifically do not do a Native American 
vision quest (e.g. Lakota "Hanblecheya"). 

Our vision fasts are a modern-day, nature-based rite of passage (ROP), a ritual or ceremony that marks 
the passing from one life stage to the next. Vision fast, rite of passage, ceremony of transition, marking 
of maturation are other ways of naming or conceiving this ancient, distinctly human, and (we believe) 
necessary experience. 

Do you feel a longing to connect deeply with Spirit, Nature, and Self? 

Do you hunger for this type of supported, nature-immersed ceremony? 

Do you feel like you missed something that should have confirmed your adulthood, womanhood or 
manhood? 

Interested? Hear the Call? Give us a ring at 458-201-2868 or email us at circles.cascadia@gmail.com 

WHO DOES A VISION FAST? 

• Those who hear a call. 
• Those who are ready to claim their birthright of initiation into adulthood, or elderhood. 
• Those who are ready to mark a major life transition such as marriage, divorce, entering 

parenthood, change of job, loss of a loved one, health crises, stepping into a new identity, etc.  
• People like you and me. 
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ABOUT YOUTH RITES OF PASSAGE INTO ADULTHOOD 

 

At some point, children grow up. The change from adolescent to adult happens. Until quite recently, 
when a youth was going through these changes they were brought away from their family and 
community by a group of elders. In a secret place, often deep in wild nature, she/he died to her/his life 
as a child. Through the community supported initiatory experience, they were then born into the power, 
beauty, knowledge and responsibilities of adulthood. 

Cascadia Quests Young Women's Rite of Passage and Young Men’s Initiation are contemporary 
wilderness rites of passage based on the old ways of adulthood initiation. They are 9-day programs – 
including 2 days and nights of solo time – facilitated by skilled guides, and assisted by a circle of initiated 
adults and elders. The experience is meant to sufficiently challenge the initiate to leave behind their life 
and psychology as a child, and return with the courage, vision, knowledge and support to take up their 
life as an adult. 

How does one know it is time for initiation? Rapid physical growth and change, exploration of the self, 
wanting more responsibility, vivid dreams, attraction to challenge, soul searching...  "Negative" signs 
which are also expressions of the need for a rite of passage: rebelliousness,  contrariness, angst, anger, 
excessive risk taking, confusion, low self-esteem, violence, relationship troubles, self-harm, and more. 

Our program brings together the worlds of primitive skills, nature awareness and tracking, nature based 
ceremony, the practice of council, vision fasting, and nine months of mentorship. Hands on skills 
(tarpcraft, knot tying, camouflage, friction fire, plant i.d., herbal medicine, etc.), inner (emotional) work 
usually through the medium of physical activities or games, talking circles, intentional “medicine” walks, 
guided hikes, solo time, work shifts (kitchen, clean up, etc.), story telling, music and singing, and more 
combine to make a holistic impactful journey. 

Because the element of surprise is so critical to that impact of the program, we don’t share the exact 
details here. If parents/guardians would like more specifics they should contact Rob Miller- program 
designer and lead guide- at 458-201-2868 for a confidential discussion. 

 


